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BEE Initiative

Focusing on cold regions and microgrid environments, the 

Beneficial and Equitable Electrification Initiative seeks to 

understand the electrification of currently or previously 

non-electrified energy loads, such as transportation and 

heating, in order to harness local, sustainable, and 

cost-effective energy resources for all.  
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All of the following projects are linked at: 
https://acep.uaf.edu/projects-(collection)/bee.aspx



Who are you? 

-individual? 
-utility employee? 
-community decision maker? 
-researcher? 
-other? 
-all of the above? 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Keep in mind the Goals! 

Better for people - health, $$, comfort, 
convenience, short and long term!  
Look at both the adopter and others!  
Equity!! 
 
If it raises emissions - not good for 
health (planet and people) 
 
If it brings down the grid or raises the 
cost to produce power for the utility, 
not good for utility customers == not 
good for people  6 



Where I am I going with this talk? 

Using ACEP research: 
 
Some thoughts on electrification’s impact on the 
adopter 
 
Some thoughts on electrification’s impact on the 
utility (and utility customer) - including a quick 
tour of why selling more electricity (as long as 
dirtier fuels are displaced) can be beneficial 
overall 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Is it better for people? i.e.: Should you 
get an EV, heat pump, etc? 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Does it work, what will it cost, how might you figure this 
out? 
● cold weather - energy use  
● PCE interaction 
● Relative fuel costs 



Alaska EV Calculator 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Web based calculator - 
user selects community 
in Alaska and inputs 
driving information.  
Uses typical yearly 
temperature profile to 
calculate cost and 
emissions vs. ICE 
vehicle. 

 
 
 



Calculated for Cordova: 

5 miles/day, $4.51/gal gas, 22 cents/kWh 
electricity*, 0.27 kg CO2/kWh (based on 2020 
PCE data) 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Electric Vehicles in the 
Arctic (EVITA)

Michelle Wilber mmwilber@alaska.edu
Jennifer Schmidt jischmidt@alaska.edu  

Goals
1. Identify perceived barriers to adoption, mechanisms for facilitating 
adoption, perceived
usefulness, and potential uses of EVs.

2. Examine potential trade-offs between conventional and electric for rural 
vehicle users across
specific use cases such as subsistence activities.

NSF 
#2127171

Participating 
communities:
Galena
Kotzebue
Bethel



What about the electric (micro)grid? 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will electrification be a problem or an opportunity? 
● grid impacts/ generation constraints 
● PCE interaction 
● impact on revenue 
● opportunity for demand response, renewable 

integration, etc? 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Kake Heat Pump Rate Analysis for 
Inside Passage Electric Cooperative
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Technical Report to IPEC:

Authors and Publication Date:
Mathur, S., Colt, S., Wilber, M., 
February 2021

Student intern Shivani Mathur 
found that lowering the existing 
kilowatt-hour rate for heat 
pump program participants' 
residential sales above 500 kWh 
per month would economically 
benefit not only the utility but 
also those who install electric 
heat pumps for home heating.



Declining load = higher rates 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Opportunity: Increasing load = 
lower average cost... 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….then what? 



Lower uniform rates…..? 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….might be too high for potential 
heat pump users 



Special rate for HP use…? 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Utility breaks even, and non-HP 
customers not worse off. 
 
Lowest possible HP rate = marginal 
cost of serving HP load. 



Win-win rates 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Non-HP customers pay lower rates; 
 
HP rate must be low enough to 
reduce HP owners’ heating bills. 



Serving new load with excess* 
zero-fuel hydro helps even more 

19 *hydro available after serving existing non-HP load 



Many win-win rate combinations 
with excess* hydro 

20 *hydro used for HP only after serving existing non-HP load 



Further complexities: 
 
• Some HP load can be served by excess hydro 
• Some HP load will pay full/regular non-HP rate 
• Hence, an HP incentive rate for use greater 

than 500 kWh per month can be less than full 
marginal cost of diesel 

• Also - IPEC has postage stamp rates for hydro 
and non-hydro communities! (not unique - 
AVEC, etc) 
Incentive rate chosen by IPEC: 29.5 cents/kWh  



Additional Considerations 
Housing authority installing HP already… 

-better indoor air quality, less maintenance 
~doubles winter household electricity load 
~max coincident load?? (vs. existing  

generation limits) 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Let’s get Futuristic for a minute! 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Regular Load 

Noon 

Noon Noon 

Noon 

Can load meet this generation? Load w efficiency and electrification 

Load with efficiency 



The End
 Thank You




